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“Completing a thesis represents a coming of age not just scienti!ically, but also educationally and
personally. It signals the passing of an intellectual milestone — from a student under the care of a

supervisor to an individual who asks questions of their own” (The past, present and future of the
PhD thesis, Nature, 2016)In most acknowledgements, people start by thanking their co!workers and parents. I wantto change that. I want to start by giving my thanks to you — for picking up this thesis andhopefully reading at least a few dozen pages to reach this "inal discourse. If that isn’tcompletely true and you’ve gotten this far by merely "licking through the chapters, countinghow many there are and tallying those that are published. That is also "ine, and I salute youfor such an effort in and of itself. But before I give thanks to those that made this bookpossible, please, take the time to "lip back a few pages and read this thesis from the begin!ning, like a book should be read.First and foremost, I wish to thank my supervisors, Prof. Joana Falcão Salles and Prof.Jan Dirk van Elsas. Both of you have been tremendous mentors. I am immensely grateful toyou for encouraging me to follow my research goals and for allowing me to grow as aresearch scientist. Our daily conversations and all advice received throughout these fouryears have been priceless. The opportunity of sharing this time of my career with both ofyou has been a great honour.Besides my supervisors, I would like to thank the members of the reading committee,Prof. George Kowalchuk, Prof. Sara Hallin and Prof. Han Olff for taking the time to read mythesis. You are now, hopefully, part of that select group of people that may have actually readthis thesis from cover to cover.My sincere thanks also go to Dr. Maarten Schrama and Dr. Ruth Howison. Since thebeginning of my PhD, you both enlightened me with insightful discussions on the Schier!monnikoog system. And to all my co!authors: Dr. Xavier Triadó!Margarit and Dr. Emilio OCasamayor of Spain, Dr. Michele C Pereira e Silva and Dr. Victor Satler Pylro of Brazil, Dr.James C Stegen of USA and Prof. Petr Baldrian of Czech Republic. All of you have made indis!pensable and key contributions to the development of this thesis.Thank you to all members of the microbial ecology cluster. Starting with our lab techni!cian, Jolanda Brons, who happily accepted the challenge to assist me with sampling expedi!tions to Schiermonnikoog. To our secretary, Joukje de Vries!Veldkamp, for always being kindand helpful with administrative tasks. Diego and Irshad, thank you for our scienti"ic collabo!rations and for being my dear friends in Groningen. Cyrus, many thanks to you, not only forour friendship, but also for having the patience to proofread many chapters of this thesis.Thanks to all the other current members of the group: Adjie, Larissa, Manoj, Maryam, MiaoWang, Mukil, Patricia, Pieter, Pu Yang, Renata and Stephanie. And props to all those whom Iworked with but have since moved on to other endeavours: Anna, Arjen, Armando, Britt,Camila, Deborah, Dorotéia, Eder, Elisa, Felipe, Henrique, Irene, Joelma, Miaozhi, Mylenne,Pedro, Pilar, Rachel, Rashid, Riitta, Sasha, Silvia, Simone, Stéphanie and Thais. You haveprovided me the privilege to work within a talented, insightful, and generous group offriends and colleagues. I am grateful to you all for enriching both my work and life.
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Next, I have to thank my family. My father (Augusto Fernando), mother (Fatima), brotherand paranymph (Fernando) and sister (Paula). The accomplishment of this thesis was onlypossible because of you. For all your emotional support and continual love during this timeof my life, I will forever be indebted. To be the youngest in the family has the sweet taste ofbeing protected and embraced with distinct expressions of love from different sides. You areall so different from each other, and each of your peculiarities has provided me professionaland personal advice. These lessons are pieces of the puzzle that built the person who I amtoday. Moreover, I cannot forget to acknowledge my nephew (Giovanni) and nieces (Claraand Alice). These three kids have undoubtably showed me many other important aspects inlife, outside academia.I "inish with my "iancée and paranymph, Maju Brossi. Thank you for being my best friendand for all the laughs we shared and all the ones that are still to come. You have provided medaily help and support, both emotional (by listening to my daily complaints) and practical(by spending uncountable weekends in the lab helping me). Thank you for being my coun!sellor and for accepting the challenge to walk side!by!side with me in this ‘crazy’ butcertainly amazing journey. Now, a new phase of our lives will start, and I promise you manymore exciting things and adventures for the upcoming future.
Francisco Dini-AndreoteGroningen, September 2016
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